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May's arrival hasbrought warmer weather to many parts ofthe U.S.(finally), but it also brings
talk of one of the most widely cited stock market cliches in history. "Sell in May and go away" is
a longstanding investment adagebecausehistorically, the six-month period from May through
October hasbeen the weakest stretch ofthe year. However, before you spring into action, it's
important to step back and look at the big picture of what's really driving our current market
environment. In our view, the fundamentals of impressive earnings, modest valuations, and a
strong economic backdrop are the better indicators to watch.

Looking at these underlying factors of today's economic and market environment suggests
opportunity for further growth, despite this historically weaker season.Here are a few
highlights to note:

• Impressive earnings season.With most companies having reported first quarter results,
earnings for the quarter are tracking to a double-digit increase (more than 20%)
compared to the first quarter of last year. Guidancefor future earnings hasalso been
positive.

• Solid economic growth. The initial estimate for grossdomestic product for the first
quarter was a slowdown from the prior three quarters, but it still exceeded
expectations. We believe the slowdown was due to temporary factors, and leading
indicators suggestcontinued growth for the U.S.economy.

• Reasonablestock valuations. Although stock valuations are slightly above average right
now, when considering the positive earningsoutlook, low inflation, and low interest
rates, we believe that stocksare not asexpensiveassomewould suggest.

Combined, these factors continue to paint a favorable picture overall for the potential of
further market gains.At the same time, it's prudent not to dismissthe possibility for some
seasonalweaknessor other risk factors (suchasgeopolitical developments) that could impact
the markets. The possibility for a modest pullback during this upcoming period remains; for
suitable investors, this could present an opportunity to rebalance portfolios and potentially add
to equity positions. All in all, for many investors, the main takeaway is to stay focused on the
long term, as reacting to seasonalweaknessby selling assetscould prove detrimental to the
long-term performance of portfolios.
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We always keep an eye on historical trends and seasonalpatterns, asthey can provide valuable
context to the market environment - but they shouldn't dictate our investment strategy. So
don't let the "sell in May" adagebring you down. Enjoythe warmer weather and extra hours of
sunlight, and stick to your long-term investment plan.

u...-~\A'ays,if you have any questions, I encourageyou to call me at (413) 749-1188.

Vice President

The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide
specific advice or recommendations for any individual security.

To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you, consult your financial advisor prior to
investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results. Indexes are
unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly.

Rebalancing a portfolio may cause investors to incur tax liabilities and/or transaction costs and does not
assure a profit or protect against a loss. This information is not intended to be a substitute for specific
individualized tax or legal advice. We suggest that you discuss your specific situation with a qualified tax
or legal advisor.

Economic forecasts set forth may not develop as predicted.

Investing involves risks including possible loss of principal. No investment strategy or risk management
technique can guarantee return or eliminate risk in all market environments.

This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial LLC. Tracking #1-726641.
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